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Abstract

Anaphoric shell nouns such as this is-
sue and this fact conceptually encapsulate 
complex pieces of information (Schmid, 
2000). We examine the feasibility of anno-
tating such anaphoric nouns using crowd-
sourcing. In particular, we present our 
methodology for reliably annotating an-
tecedents of such anaphoric nouns and the 
challenges we faced in doing so. We also 
evaluated the quality of crowd annotation 
using experts. The results suggest that 
most of the crowd annotations were good 
enough to use as training data for resolv-
ing such anaphoric nouns.

1 Introduction

Anaphoric shell nouns (ASNs) such as this fact, 
this possibility, and this issue are common in all 
kinds of text. They are called shell nouns be-
cause they provide nominal conceptual shells for 
complex chunks of information representing ab-
stract concepts such as fact, proposition, and event 
(Schmid, 2000). An example is shown in (1).

(1) Despite decades of education and widespread course 
offerings, the survival rate for out-of-hospital car-
diac arrest remains a dismal 6 percent or less 
worldwide.

This fact prompted the American Heart Association 
last November to simplify the steps of CPR to make 
it easier for lay people to remember and to encour-
age even those who have not been formally trained 
to try it when needed.

Here, the ASN this fact encapsulates the clause 
marked in bold from the preceding paragraph.

ASNs play an important role in organizing a dis-
course. First, they are used metadiscursively to 
talk about the current discourse. In (1), the au-
thor characterizes the information presented in the 
context by referring to it as a fact — a thing that 
is indisputably the case. Second, they are used as 
cohesive devices in a discourse. In (1), for exam-
ple, this fact on the one hand refers to the propo-
sition marked in bold, and on the other, faces for-
ward and serves as the starting point of the follow-
ing paragraph. Finally, as Schmid (2000) points 
out, like conjunctions so and however, ASNs 
may function as topic boundary markers and topic 
change markers.

Despite their importance, ASNs have not re-
ceived much attention in Computational Linguistics. Although there has been some effort to anno-
tate certain anaphors with similar properties, i.e., 
demonstratives and the pronoun it (Byron, 2003; 
Artstein and Poesio, 2006), in contrast to ordi-
ary nominal anaphora, there are not many anno-
tated corpora available that could be used to study 
ASNs. Indeed, many questions of annotation of 
ASNs must still be answered. For example, the 
extent to which native speakers themselves agree 
on the resolution of such anaphors, i.e., on the pre-
cise antecedents, remains unclear.

An essential first step in this field of research 
is therefore to clearly establish the extent of inter-
annotator agreement on antecedents of ASNs as 
a measure of feasibility of the task. In this pa-
per, we describe our methodology for annotating 
ASNs using crowdsourcing, a cheap and fast way 
of obtaining annotation. We also describe how we 
evaluated the feasibility of the task and the quality 
of the annotation, and the challenges we faced in 
doing so, both with regard to the task itself and the 
crowdsourcing platform we use. The results sug-
gest that most of the crowd-annotations were good 
enough to use as training data for ASN resolution.
2 Related Work

There exist only few annotated corpora of anaphora with non-nominal antecedents (Dipper and Zinsmeister, 2011). The largest one of these, the ARRAU corpus (Poesio and Artstein, 2008), contains 455 anaphors pointing to non-nominal antecedents, but only a few instances are ASNs. Kolhatkar and Hirst (2012) annotated antecedents of the same type as we do, but restricted their efforts to the ASN this issue.\(^1\) In addition, there are corpora annotated with event anaphora in which verbal instances are identified as proxies for non-nominal antecedents (Pradhan et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012).

For the task of identifying non-nominal antecedents as free spans of text, there is no standard way of reporting inter-annotator agreement. Some studies report only observed percentage agreement with results in the range of about 0.40–0.55 (Vieira et al., 2002; Dipper and Zinsmeister, 2011). The studies differed with respect to number of annotators, types of anaphors, and language of the corpora. Artstein and Poesio (2006) discuss Krippendorff’s alpha for chance-corrected agreement. They considered antecedent strings as bags of words and computed the degree of difference between them by different distance measures (e.g. Jaccard, Dice). The bag-of-words approach is rather optimistic in the sense that even two non-overlapping strings are very likely to share at least a few words. Kolhatkar and Hirst (2012) followed a different approach by using Krippendorff’s utilizing alpha (\(\alpha\)) which considers the longest common subsequence of different antecedent options (Krippendorff, 2013). They reported high chance-corrected \(\alpha\) of 0.86 for two annotators but in a very restricted domain.

There has been some prior effort to annotate anaphora and coreference using Games with a Purpose as a method of crowdsourcing (Chamberlain et al., 2009; Hladká et al., 2009). Another, less time-consuming approach of crowdsourcing is using platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk.\(^2\) It has been shown that crowdsourced data can successfully be used as training data for NLP tasks (Hsueh et al., 2009).

\(^1\)Another data set reported in the literature could have been relevant for us: Botley’s (2006) corpus contained about 462 ASN instances signaled by shell nouns; but this data is no longer available (S. Botley, p.c.).

\(^2\)https://mturk.com/mturk/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>factual</td>
<td>states of affairs</td>
<td>fact, reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linguistic</td>
<td>linguistic acts</td>
<td>report, issue, decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental</td>
<td>thoughts and ideas</td>
<td>possibility, truth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modal</td>
<td>subjective judgements</td>
<td>act, reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eventive</td>
<td>events</td>
<td>situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circumstantial</td>
<td>situations</td>
<td>way</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Schmid’s categorization of shell nouns. The nouns in boldface are used in this research.

3 The Anaphoric Shell Noun Corpus

Our goal is to obtain annotated data for ASN antecedents that could be used to train a supervised machine learning system to resolve ASNs. For that, we created the Anaphoric Shell Noun (ASN) corpus.

Schmid (2000) provides a list of 670 English nouns which are frequently used as shell nouns. He divides them into six broad semantic classes: factual, mental, linguistic, modal, circumstantial, and eventive. Table 1 shows this classification, along with example shell nouns for each category.

To begin with, we considered articles containing occurrences of these 670 shell nouns from the New York Times (NYT) corpus (about 711,046 occurrences).\(^3\) To create a corpus of a manageable size for annotation, we considered first 10 highly frequent shell nouns distributed across each of Schmid’s shell noun categories from Table 1 and extracted ASN instances by searching for the pattern \{this shell_noun\} in these articles.\(^4\)

To examine the feasibility of the annotation, we systematically annotated sample data ourselves, which contained about 15 examples of each of these 10 highly frequent shell nouns. The annotation process revealed that not all ASN instances are easy to resolve. The instances with shell nouns from the circumstantial and eventive categories, in particular, had very long and unclear antecedents. So we excluded these categories in this research and work with six shell nouns from the other four categories: fact, reason, issue, decision, question, and possibility. To create the ASN corpus, we extracted about 500 instances for each of these six shell nouns. After removing duplicates and instances with a non-abstract sense (e.g., this is-

\(^3\)http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/catalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2008T19

\(^4\)Schmid (2000) provides patterns for anaphoric shell nouns, and this-NP is the most prominent pattern among them.
sue with a publication-related sense), we were left with 2,822 ASN instances.

4 ASN Annotation Challenges

ASN antecedent annotation is a complex task, as it involves deeply understanding the discourse and interpreting it. Here we point out two main challenges associated with the task.

What to annotate? The question of ‘what to annotate’ as mentioned by Fort et al. (2012) is not straightforward for ASN antecedents, as the notion of markables is complex compared to ordinary nominal anaphora: the units on which the annotation work should focus are heterogeneous. Moreover, due to this heterogeneous nature of annotation units, there is a huge number of markables (e.g., all syntactic constituents given by a syntactic parse tree). So there are many options to choose from, while only a few units are actually to be annotated. Moreover, there is no one-to-one correspondence between the syntactic type of an antecedent and the semantic type of its referent (Webber, 1991). For instance, a semantic type such as fact can be expressed with different syntactic shapes such as a clause, a verb phrase, or a complex sentence. Conversely, a syntactic shape, such as a clause, can function as several semantic types, including fact, proposition, and event.

Lack of the notion of the right answer It is not obvious how to define clear and detailed annotation guidelines to create a gold-standard corpus for ASN antecedent annotation due to our limited understanding of the nature and interpretation of such antecedents. The notion of the right answer is not well-defined for ASN antecedents. Indeed most people will be hard-pressed to say whether or not to include the clause Despite decades of education and widespread course offerings in the antecedent of this fact in example (1). The main challenge is to identify the conditions when two different candidates for annotation should be considered as representing essentially the same concept, which raises deep philosophical issues that we do not propose to solve in this paper. For our purposes, we believe, this challenge could only be possibly tackled by the requirements of downstream applications of ASN resolution.

5 Annotation Methodology

Considering the difficulties of ASN annotation discussed above, there were two main challenges involved in the annotation process: first, to find annotators who can annotate data reliably with minimal guidelines, and second, to design simple annotation tasks that will elicit data useful for our purposes. Now we discuss how we dealt with these challenges.

Crowdsourcing We wanted to examine to what extent non-expert native speakers of English with minimal annotation guidelines would agree on ASN antecedents. We explored the possibility of using crowdsourcing, which is an effective way to obtain annotations for natural language research (Snow et al., 2008). In particular, we explored the use of CrowdFlower

6, a crowdsourcing platform that in turn uses various worker channels such as Amazon Mechanical Turk. CrowdFlower offers a number of features.

First, it offers a number of integrated quality-control mechanisms. For instance, it throws gold questions randomly at the annotators, and annotators who do not answer them correctly are not allowed to continue. To further minimize spammers, it also offers a training phase before the actual annotation. In this phase, every annotator is presented with a few gold questions. Only those annotators who get the gold questions right get admittance to do the actual annotation.

Second, CrowdFlower chooses a unique answer for each annotation unit based on the majority vote of the trusted annotators. For each annotator, it assigns a trust level based on how she performs on the gold examples. The unique answer is computed by adding together the trust scores of annotators, and then picking the answer with the highest sum of trusts (CrowdFlower team, p.c.). It also assigns a confidence score (denoted as c henceforth) for each answer, which is a normalized score of the summation of the trusts. For example, suppose annotators A, B, and C with trust levels 0.75, 0.75, and 1.0 give answers no, yes, yes respectively for a particular instance. Then the answer yes will score 1.75 and answer no will score 0.75 and yes will be chosen as the crowd’s answer with c = 0.7 (i.e., 1.75/(1.75 + 0.75)). We use these confidence scores in our analysis of inter-annotator agreement below.

6http://crowdflower.com/
Finally, CrowdFlower also provides detailed annotation results including demographic information and trustworthiness of each annotator.

Design of the annotation tasks With the help of well-designed gold examples, CrowdFlower can get rid of spammers and ensures that only reliable annotators perform the annotation task. But the annotation task must be well-designed in the first place to get a good quality annotation. Following the claim in the literature that with crowdsourcing platforms simple tasks do best (Madnani et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012), we split our annotation task into two relatively simple sequential annotation tasks. First, identifying the broad region of the antecedent, i.e., not the precise antecedent but the region where the antecedent lies, and second, identifying the precise antecedent, given the broad region of the antecedent. Now we will discuss each of our annotation tasks in detail.

5.1 CrowdFlower experiment 1

The first annotation task was about identifying the broad region of ASN antecedents without actually pinpointing the precise antecedents. We defined the broad region as the sentence containing the ASN antecedent, as the shell nouns we have chosen tend to have antecedents that lie within a single sentence. We designed a CrowdFlower experiment where we presented to the annotators ASNs from the ASN corpus with three preceding paragraphs as context. Sentences in the vicinity of ASNs were each labelled: four sentences preceding the anaphor, the sentence containing the anaphor, and two sentences following the anaphor. This choice was based on our pilot annotation: the antecedents very rarely occur more than four sentences away from the anaphor. The annotation task was to pinpoint the sentence in the presented text that contained the antecedent for the ASN and selecting the appropriate sentence label as the correct answer. If no labelled sentence in the presented text contained the antecedent, we suggested to the annotators to select None. If the antecedent spanned more than one sentence, then we suggested to them to select Combination. We also provided a link to the complete article from which the text was drawn in case the annotators wanted to have a look at it.

Settings We asked for 8 judgements per instance and paid 8 cents per annotation unit. Our job contained in total 2,822 annotation units with 168 gold units. As we were interested in the verdict of native speakers of English, we limited the allowed demographic region to English-speaking countries.

5.2 CrowdFlower experiment 2

This annotation task was about pinpointing the exact antecedent text of the ASN instances. We designed a CrowdFlower experiment, where we presented to the annotators ASN instances from the ASN corpus with highlighted ASNs and the sentences containing the antecedents, the output of experiment 1. One way to pinpoint the exact antecedent string is to ask the annotators to mark free spans of text within the antecedent sentence, similar to Byron (2003) and Artstein and Poesio (2006). However, CrowdFlower quality-control mechanisms require multiple-choice annotation labels. So we decided to display a set of labelled candidates to the annotators and ask them to choose the answer that best represents the ASN antecedent. A practical requirement of this approach is that the number of options to be displayed be only a handful in order to make it a feasible task for online annotation. But as we noted in Section 4, the number of markables for ASN antecedents is large. If, for example, we define markables as all syntactic constituents given by the Stanford parser\footnote{\url{http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml}}, there are on average 49.5 such candidates per sentence in the ASN corpus. It is not practical to display all these candidates and to ask CrowdFlower annotators to choose one answer from this many options. Also, some potential candidates are clearly not appropriate candidates for a particular shell noun. For instance, the NP constituent the survival rate in example (1) is not an appropriate candidate for the shell noun fact as generally facts are propositions. So the question is whether it is possible to restrict this set of candidates by discarding unlikely ones.

To deal with this question, we used supervised machine learning methods trained on easy, non-anaphoric unlabelled examples of shell nouns (e.g., the fact that X). In this paper, we will focus on the annotation and will treat these methods as a black box. In brief, the methods reduce the large search space of ASN antecedent candidates to a size that is manageable for crowdsourcing annotation, without eliminating the most likely candi-
dates. We displayed the 10 most-likely candidates given by these methods. In addition, we made sure not to display two candidates with only a negligible difference. For example, given two candidates, $X$ and $\text{that } X$, which differ only with respect to the introductory $\text{that}$, we chose to display only the longer candidate $\text{that } X$.

In a controlled annotation, with detailed guidelines, such difficulties of selecting between minor variations could be avoided. However, such detailed annotation guidelines still have to be developed.

**Settings** As in experiment 1, we asked for 8 judgements per instance and paid 6 cents per annotation unit. But for this experiment we considered only 2,323 annotation units with 151 gold units, only high-confidence units ($c \geq 0.5$) from experiment 1. This task turned out to be a suitable task for crowdsourcing as it offered a limited number of options to choose from, instead of asking the annotators to mark arbitrary spans of text.

### 6 Agreement

Our annotation tasks pose difficulties in measuring inter-annotator agreement both in terms of the task itself and the platform used for annotation. In this section, we describe our attempt to compute agreement for each of our annotation tasks and the challenges we faced in doing so.

#### 6.1 CrowdFlower experiment 1

Recall that in this experiment, annotators identify the sentence containing the antecedent and select the appropriate sentence label as their answer. We know from our pilot annotation that the distribution of such labels is skewed: most of the ASN antecedents lie in the sentence preceding the anaphor sentence. We observed the same trend in the results of this experiment. In the ASN corpus, the crowd chose the preceding sentence 64% of the time, the same sentence 13% of the time, and long-distance sentences 23% of the time.\(^8\) Considering the skewed distribution of labels, if we use traditional agreement coefficients, such as Cohen’s $\kappa$ (1960) or Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ (2013), expected agreement is very high, which in turn results in a low reliability coefficient (in our case $\alpha = 0.61$) that does not necessarily reflect the true reliability of the annotation (Artstein and Poesio, 2008).

One way to measure the reliability of the data, without taking chance correction into account, is to consider the distribution of the ASN instances with different levels of CrowdFlower confidence. Table 2 shows the percentages of instances in different confidence level bands for each shell noun as well as for all instances. For example, for the shell noun $\text{fact}$, 8% of the total number of this $\text{fact}$ instances were annotated with $c < 0.5$. As we can see, most of the instances of the shell nouns $\text{fact}$, $\text{reason}$, $\text{question}$, and $\text{possibility}$ were annotated with high confidence. In addition, most of them occurred in the band $0.8 \leq c \leq 1$. There are relatively few instances with low confidence for these nouns, suggesting the feasibility of reliable antecedent annotation for these nouns. By contrast, the mental nouns $\text{issue}$ and $\text{decision}$ had a large number of low-confidence ($c < 0.5$) instances, bringing in the question of reliability of antecedent annotation of these nouns.

Given these results with different confidence levels, the primary question is what confidence level should be considered acceptable? For our task, we required that at least four trusted annotators out of eight annotators should agree on an answer for it to be acceptable.\(^9\) We will talk about acceptability later in Section 7.

#### 6.2 CrowdFlower experiment 2

Recall that this experiment was about identifying the precise antecedent text segment given the sentence containing the antecedent. It is not clear what the best way to measure the amount of such

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$c &lt; .5$</th>
<th>$0.5 \leq c &lt; .6$</th>
<th>$0.6 \leq c &lt; .8$</th>
<th>$0.8 \leq c &lt; 1.$</th>
<th>$c = 1.$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q$</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>all</strong></td>
<td><strong>83</strong></td>
<td><strong>82</strong></td>
<td><strong>81</strong></td>
<td><strong>80</strong></td>
<td><strong>80</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: CrowdFlower confidence distribution for CrowdFlower experiment 1. Each column shows the distribution in percentages for confidence of annotating antecedents of that shell noun. The final row shows the average confidence of the distribution. Number of ASN instances = 2,822. $F = \text{fact}$, $R = \text{reason}$, $I = \text{issue}$, $D = \text{decision}$, $Q = \text{question}$, $P = \text{possibility}$.

---

\(^8\)This confirms Passonneau’s (1989) observation that non-nominal antecedents tend to be close to the anaphors.

\(^9\)We chose this threshold after systematically examining instances with different confidence levels.
agreement is. Agreement coefficients such as Cohen’s $\kappa$ underestimate the degree of agreement for such annotation, suggesting disagreement even between two very similar annotated units (e.g., two text segments that differ in just a word or two). We present the agreement results in three different ways: Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ with distance metrics Jaccard and Dice (Artstein and Poesio, 2006), Krippendorff’s unitizing alpha (Krippendorff, 2013), and CrowdFlower confidence values.

Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ using Jaccard and Dice To compare our agreement results with previous efforts to annotate such antecedents, following Artstein and Poesio (2006), we computed Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ using distance metrics Jaccard and Dice. The general form of coefficient $\alpha$ is:

$$\alpha = 1 - \frac{D_o}{D_e}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $D_o$ and $D_e$ are observed and expected disagreements respectively. $\alpha = 1$ indicates perfect reliability and $\alpha = 0$ indicates the absence of reliability. When $\alpha < 0$, either the sample size is very small or the disagreement is systematic. Table 3 shows the agreement results. Our agreement results are comparable to Artstein and Poesio’s agreement results. They had 20 annotators annotating 16 anaphor instances with segment antecedents, whereas we had 8 annotators annotating 2,323 ASN instances. As Artstein and Poesio point out, expected disagreement in case of such antecedent annotation is close to maximal, as there is little overlap between segment antecedents of different anaphors and therefore $\alpha$ pretty much reflects the observed agreement.

Krippendorff’s unitizing $\alpha$ ($u\alpha$) Following Kolhatkar and Hirst (2012), we use $u\alpha$ for measuring reliability of the ASN antecedent annotation task. This coefficient is appropriate when the annotators work on the same text, identify the units in the text that are relevant to the given research question, and then label the identified units (Krippendorff, p.c.). The general form of coefficient $u\alpha$ is the same as in equation 1. In our context, the annotators work on the same text, the ASN instances. We define an elementary annotation unit (the smallest separately judged unit) to be a word token. The annotators identify and locate ASN antecedents for the given anaphor in terms of sequences of elementary annotation units.

$u\alpha$ incorporates the notion of distance between strings by using a distance function which is defined as the square of the distance between the non-overlapping tokens in our case. The distance is 0 when the annotated units are exactly the same, and is the summation of the squares of the unmatched parts if they are different. We compute observed and expected disagreement as explained by Krippendorff (2013, Section 12.4). For our data, $u\alpha$ was 0.54.\(^{10}\) $u\alpha$ was lower for the mental nouns issue and decision and the modal noun possibility compared to other shell nouns.

CrowdFlower confidence results We also examined different confidence levels for ASN antecedent annotation. Table 4 gives confidence results for all instances and for each noun. In contrast with Table 2, the instances are more evenly distributed here. As in experiment 1, the mental nouns issue and decision had many low confidence instances. For the modal noun possibility, it was easy to identify the sentence containing the antecedent, but pinpointing the precise antecedent

\(^{10}\)Note that $u\alpha$ reported here is just an approximation of the actual agreement as in our case the annotators chose an option from a set of predefined options instead of marking free spans of text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Jaccard</th>
<th>Dice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$D_o$</td>
<td>$D_e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;P</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our results</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$I$</th>
<th>$D$</th>
<th>$Q$</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: CrowdFlower confidence distribution for CrowdFlower experiment 2. Each column shows the distribution in percentages for confidence of annotating antecedents of that shell noun. The final row shows the average confidence of the distribution. Number of ASN instances = 2,323. $F =$ fact, $R =$ reason, $I =$ issue, $D =$ decision, $Q =$ question, $P =$ possibility.
turned out to be difficult.

Now we discuss the nature of disagreement in ASN annotation.

Disagreement in experiment 1 There were two primary sources of disagreement in experiment 1. First, the annotators had problems agreeing on the answer None. We instructed them to choose None when the sentence containing the antecedent was not labelled. Nonetheless, some annotators chose sentences that did not precisely contain the actual antecedent but just hinted at it. Second, sometimes it was hard to identify the precise antecedent sentence as the antecedent was either present in the blend of all labelled sentences or there were multiple possible answers, as shown in example (2).

(2) Any biography of Thomas More has to answer one fundamental question. Why? Why, out of all the many ambitious politicians of early Tudor England, did only one refuse to acquiesce to a simple piece of religious and political opportunism? What was it about More that set him apart and doomed him to a spectacularly avoidable execution?

The innovation of Peter Ackroyd’s new biography of More is that he places the answer to this question outside of More himself.

Here, the author formulates the question in a number of ways and any question mentioned in the preceding text can serve as the antecedent of the anaphor this question.

Hard instances Low agreement can indicate different problems: unclear guidelines, poor-quality annotators, or difficult instances (e.g., not well understood linguistic phenomena) (Artstein and Poesio, 2006). We can rule out the possibility of poor-quality annotators for two reasons. First, we consider 8 diverse annotators who work independently. Second, we use CrowdFlower’s quality-control mechanisms and hence allow only trustworthy annotators to annotate our texts. Regarding instructions, we take inter-annotator agreement as a measure for feasibility of the task, and hence we keep the annotation instruction as simple as possible. This could be a source of low agreement. The third possibility is hard instances. Our results show that the mental nouns issue and decision had many low-confidence instances, suggesting the difficulty associated with the interpretation of these nouns (e.g., the very idea of what counts as an issue is fuzzy). The shell noun decision was harder because most of its instances were court-decision related articles, which were in general hard to understand.

Different strings representing similar concepts As noted in Section 4, the main challenge with the ASN annotation task is that different antecedent candidates might represent the same concept and it is not trivial to incorporate this idea in the annotation process. When five trusted annotators identify the antecedent as but X and three trusted annotators identify it as merely X, since CrowdFlower will consider these two answers to be two completely different answers, it will give the answer but X a confidence of only about 0.6. α or α with Jaccard and Dice will not consider this as a complete disagreement; however, the coefficients will register it as a difference. In other words, the difference functions used with these coefficients do not respond to semantics, paraphrases, and other similarities that humans might judge as consequential. One way to deal with this problem would be clustering the options that reflect essentially the same concepts before measuring the agreement. Some of these problems could also be avoided by formulating instructions for marking antecedents so that these differences do not occur in the identified antecedents. However, crowdsourcing platforms require annotation guidelines to be clear and minimal, which makes it difficult to control the annotation variations.

7 Evaluation of Crowd Annotation

CrowdFlower experiment 2 resulted in 1,810 ASN instances with c > 0.5. The question is how good are these annotations from experts’ point of view.

To examine the quality of the crowd annotation we asked two judges A and B to evaluate the acceptability of the crowd’s answers. The judges were highly-qualified academic editors: A, a researcher in Linguistics and B, a translator with a Ph.D. in History and Philosophy of Science. From the crowd-annotated ASN antecedent data, we randomly selected 300 instances, 50 instances per shell noun. We made sure to choose instances with borderline confidence (0.5 ≤ c < 0.6), medium confidence (0.6 ≤ c < 0.8), and high confidence (0.8 ≤ c ≤ 1.0). We asked the judges to rate the acceptability of the crowd-answers based on the extent to which they provided interpretation of the corresponding anaphor. We gave them four options: perfectly (the crowd’s answer is perfect and the judge would have chosen the same antecedent), reasonably (the crowd’s answer is acceptable and is close to their answer),
Table 5: Evaluation of ASN antecedent annotation. \( P = \) perfectly, \( R = \) reasonably, \( I = \) implicitly, \( N = \) not at all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Judge B</th>
<th></th>
<th>Judge A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( P )</td>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>( I )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P )</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( N \) = 186

\( R \) = 77

\( I \) = 24

\( N \) = 13

Table 5 shows the confusion matrix of the ratings of the two judges. Judge B was stricter than Judge A. Given the nature of the task, it was encouraging that most of the crowd-antecedents were acceptable according to both judges. The two judges worked on the task independently and they were completely unaware of how the annotation data was collected.

Table 5 shows the confusion matrix of the ratings of the two judges. Judge B was stricter than Judge A. Given the nature of the task, it was encouraging that most of the crowd-antecedents were acceptable according to both judges (77.7\% by A and 62\% by B). Note that perfectly is rather a strong evaluation for ASN antecedent annotation, considering the nature of ASN antecedents themselves. If we weaken the acceptability criteria and consider the antecedents rated as reasonably to be also acceptable antecedents, 84.6\% of the total instances were acceptable according to both judges.

Regarding the instances marked implicitly, most of the times the crowd’s answer was the closest textual string of the judges’ answer. So we again might consider instances marked implicitly as acceptable answers.

For a very few instances (only about 5\%) either of the judges marked not at all. This was a positive result and suggests success of different steps of our annotation procedure: identifying broad region, identifying the set of most likely candidates, and identifying precise antecedent. As we can see in Table 5, there were 7 instances where the judge A rated perfectly while the judge B rated not at all, i.e., completely contradictory judgements. When we looked at these examples, they were rather hard and ambiguous cases. An example is shown in (3).
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